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Abstract
We revisit non-Abelian T-duality for non-semisimple groups, where it is well-
known that a mixed gravitational-gauge anomaly leads to σ-models that are
scale, but not Weyl-invariant. Taking into account the variation of a non-local
anomalous term in the T-dual σ-model of Elitzer, Giveon, Rabinovici, Schwimmer
& Veneziano, we show that the equations of motion of generalized supergravity
follow from the σ-model once the Killing vector I is identified with the trace of
the structure constants. As a result, non-Abelian T-duals with respect to non-
semisimple groups are solutions to generalized supergravity. We illustrate our
findings with Bianchi spacetimes.
1 Introduction
Following Buscher’s seminal work on T-duality [1], a generalisation to non-Abelian isometries
was quickly proposed [2] 1. One striking feature of non-Abelian T-duality is that it breaks
isometries, but it also turned out to be novel in other ways. In particular, it was demonstrated
that non-Abelian T-duality was not a symmetry of conformal field theory, but rather a
symmetry between different theories [4]. Moreover, it was noted by Gasperini, Ricci &
Veneziano that the procedure failed to provide a valid supergravity solution for Bianchi
V [5] and Bianchi III [6] cosmological models. It was subsequently realised that structure
constants with a non-vanishing trace were related to a mixed gravitational-gauge anomaly
[7, 8], which explained why non-Abelian T-duality was no longer a symmetry of supergravity.
Eventually, non-Abelian T-duality was extended to the RR sector [9] and became a powerful
solution generating technique [10], especially for AdS/CFT geometries, where implications
for the dual CFTs were explored [11]. However, the fate of the non-Abelian T-dual geometry
of Bianchi V and III remained a puzzle.
In recent years, we have witnessed further interest in non-Abelian T-duality, driven by
swift developments in integrable σ-models [12]. We recall that non-Abelian T-duals arise
as limits of λ-deformations of AdSp × Sp geometries [13], while homogeneous Yang-Baxter
deformations [14] can be understood as non-Abelian T-duality transformations [15, 16] 2.
One important by-product of Yang-Baxter deformations was the discovery that there are
integrable deformations that are not solutions of usual supergravity, but a modification,
called generalized supergravity [21] (see also [22]). The modification is specified by a Killing
vector I and bona fide supergravity solutions correspond to I = 0.
With the advent of generalized supergravity [21] and the knowledge that homogeneous
Yang-Baxter deformations are non-Abelian T-duality transformations [16], it would be sur-
prising if non-Abelian T-duals for non-semisimple groups did not also solve the equations
of motion (EOMs) of generalized supergravity (as originally anticipated in [15]). For the
Bianchi V geometry this was confirmed recently [23]. Here, we extend this observation to
Bianchi VIh, a one-parameter family of groups that include Bianchi III (h = 0) and Bianchi
V (h = 1) as special cases. Since Bianchi IV and VIIh give rise to singular supergravity
solutions [24], this exhausts all Bianchi cosmologies based on non-semisimple groups.
For non-Abelian T-duals of Bianchi cosmologies, we observe that the Killing vector I of
generalized supergravity is simply the trace of the structure constants. While this agreement
may be coincidental, to better understand this feature we return to the T-dual σ-model of
Elitzer, Giveon, Rabinovici, Schwimmer & Veneziano (EGRSV), which includes the con-
tribution from a non-local anomalous term [8]. A key observation of EGRSV was that
non-vanishing β-functions for Bianchi V could be cancelled by the variation of an additional
non-local term with respect to the conformal factor, which they demonstrated explicitly for
Bianchi V. Here, we confirm this result for Bianchi III, before providing proof that for any
1See [3] for earlier examples.
2Yang-Baxter deformations can be understood as open-closed string maps [17] where the r-matrix is the
noncommutativity parameter Θ, Θ = r [18, 19] (see [20] for an earlier observation in a restricted setting).
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background the one-loop β-functions of the EGRSV σ-model agree with the equations of
motion of generalized supergravity once the Killing vector is identified with the trace of the
structure constants, I i = f jji.
To get a better grasp of this claim, let us recall that the EGRSV σ-model is scale invariant,
but not Weyl-invariant. Being scale invariant, it is known that the one-loop β-functions must
take the form [25]
βGµν = Rµν −
1
4
HµρσH
ρσ
ν +∇µXν +∇νXµ, (1.1)
βBµν = −
1
2
∇ρHρµν +XρHρµν +∇µYν −∇νYµ, (1.2)
for arbitrary vectors, X and Y . We recall that for Xµ = ∂µΦ, Yµ = 0, we recover the usual
one-loop β-functions of supergravity [26], where it should be noted that the contribution
due to the dilaton is a classical contribution at the same order as the one-loop quantum
contributions of the Gµν and Bµν couplings. This happens because the term R
(2)Φ is scale
non-invariant at the classical level, while the other couplings lose scale invariance at one-loop.
At this point, we could adopt the strategy employed in [21] and use an explicit solution to
fix the vectors. However, provided one includes the anomaly term in the EGRSV σ-model,
which appears at the same order as the dilaton, and simply varies it with respect to the
conformal factor, we shall see that the equations of motion of generalized supergravity can
be derived.
The structure of this short note is as follows. In section 2 we review non-Abelian T-duality
with respect to both semisimple and non-semisimple groups. In section 3, we introduce
Bianchi cosmologies and describe non-Abelian T-dualities of both Bianchi I and Bianchi
II spacetimes, noting in the former case that the matrix inversion inherent to non-Abelian
T-duality is simply three commuting Abelian T-dualities. In section 4, we demonstrate that
non-Abelian T-duals of Bianchi VIh cosmologies lead to generalized supergravity solutions
once the Killing vector is identified with the trace of the structure constants. In the special
case where h = −1, the trace of the structure constants vanishes and we find a solution
to usual supergravity. In section 5, we explain why I i = f jji. The EOMs of generalized
supergravity can be found in the appendix.
2 Review of non-Abelian T-duality
In this section we quickly review non-Abelian T-duality. We will do this in two stages: first,
we introduce the transformation for semisimple groups without isotropy, before explaining
how the T-dual σ-model is modified for non-semisimple groups. Following [5], we will tailor
the discussion to Bianchi cosmologies from the outset. Consider the 2D string σ-model
S =
1
2π
∫
d2z
[
∂Xµ(Gµν +Bµν)∂¯X
ν + 2Φ∂∂¯σ
]
, (2.1)
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where Xµ, µ = 0, . . . , d, denote the target spacetime coordinates, the couplings Gµν , Bµν are
symmetric and anti-symmetric, respectively, and correspond to the target space metric and
NSNS two-form. σ is the worldsheet conformal factor,
∂∂¯σ =
1
4
√
hR(2), (2.2)
where h is the worldsheet metric and R(2) the worldsheet curvature with Φ denoting the
scalar dilaton.
Let us now assume that the target space has an isometry group, where the generators
of the corresponding Lie algebra can be expressed in terms of the Killing vectors Ki of the
target space geometry,
Ki = K
m
i ∂m, i = 1, . . . , d, (2.3)
where d, in addition to being the dimension of the space, is also the dimension of the Lie
algebra. The Lie algebra is fully specified by the structure constants,
[Kj , Kk] = f
i
jkKi. (2.4)
Dual to the Killing vectors Ki, one can define Maurer-Cartan one-forms σi, which satisfy a
related differential condition:
dσi =
1
2
f ijkσj ∧ σk. (2.5)
For Lie algebras of dimension three, d = 3, we have a complete classification due to
Bianchi [27] and it is this setting in which we will consider non-Abelian T-duality. In
fact for each family of symmetries, one can define a corresponding “Bianchi cosmology”,
which is a 4D spacetime, parametrised by coordinates (t, ~x), where the internal 3D space
exhibits the symmetries of the corresponding Bianchi class and whatever warp factors appear
only depend on the time direction. Within this class of geometries, the usual Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) solutions correspond to Bianchi I, V and IX.
Following [5], we can factorise the spacetime metric and NSNS two-form so that all spatial
dependence xi is contained in a dreibein eim,
Gmn(t, ~x) = e
i
m(~x)γij(t)e
j
n(~x), Bmn(t, ~x) = e
i
m(~x)βij(t)e
j
n(~x), γij = γji, βij = −βji,
(2.6)
where we have isolated the spatial directions m = 1, 2, 3. We are assuming that B0m =
G0m = 0. At this stage, one performs non-Abelian T-duality by gauging the isometries [28]
∂Xm → ∂Xm + AlKml , ∂¯Xm → ∂¯Xm + A¯lKml , (2.7)
in the process introducing a set of pure gauge potentials Al, A¯l. The new action S ′ is the
original action plus an additional contribution,
S ′ = S +
1
2π
∫
d2z
(
AlKml e
i
m(γij + βij)e
j
n∂¯X
n + ∂Xmeim(γij + βij)e
j
nA¯
lKnl
+ AlKml e
i
m(γij + βij)e
j
nA¯
kKnk + X˜iF
i
)
, (2.8)
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where F i is the field strength corresponding to Ai, A¯i, F i = ∂A¯i − ∂¯Ai + f ijkAjA¯k and we
have added the Lagrange multiplier to enforce the condition F i = 0. Strictly speaking,
integration on X˜ only ensures that A, A¯ are pure gauge in spherical worldsheets, in which
case, one recovers the original σ-model. Instead of integrating out the Lagrange multiplier,
one can integrate out the gauge potentials to get a dual σ-model, before subsequently fixing
the residual gauge symmetry. A convenient gauge choice is simply to take Xm to be constant,
which yields the dual action
S˜ =
1
2π
∫
d2z
[
∂X0G00∂¯X
0 + ∂X˜iM
ij ∂¯X˜j + (2Φ + ln detM)∂∂¯σ
]
, (2.9)
where we have defined the matrix
M = (γ + β + κ)−1 (2.10)
in terms of the anti-symmetric matrix κ:
κij ≡ fkijX˜k. (2.11)
As is evident from the dual action (2.9), the T-dual metric G˜ and NSNS two-form B˜ are
read off from the symmetric and anti-symmetric components of M , G˜ + B˜ = M and it is
worth noting that the Lagrange multipliers become the T-dual coordinates. Furthermore,
the dilaton shift
Φ→ Φ+ 1
2
ln detM, (2.12)
is the result of a Jacobian factor from integrating out the gauge fields [1]. When κ = 0,
so that all the structure constants vanish, this transformation reduces to the usual Buscher
rules for Abelian T-duality. It is clear that one can generate complicated geometries through
this map, so for simplicity we focus on examples where β = 0.
The above treatment is adequate for semisimple groups. For non-semisimple groups, there
is a non-local anomalous contribution to the σ-model [8],
Snon-local = − 1
8π
f
j
ji
∫
d2z
(
1
∂
Ai +
1
∂¯
A¯i
)√
hR(2) (2.13)
which once the gauge fields are integrated out leads to a new dual action,
S˜ =
1
2π
∫
d2z
[
∂X0G00∂¯X
0 + (∂X˜i − fkki∂σ)M ij(∂¯X˜j + f llj ∂¯σ) + (2Φ + ln detM)∂∂¯σ
]
.
(2.14)
It should be noted that irrespective of the group, the transformation of the metric, NSNS
two-form and dilaton follow the same prescription, but there is a difference in the dual
σ-model, which will be important later.
4
3 Bianchi Cosmology
Having explained the fundamental map (2.10) at the heart of Buscher procedure, we put
it to work on Bianchi cosmologies. Our main focus will be discussing non-Abelian T-duals
of Bianchi cosmologies where the trace of the structure constants is non-vanishing. Before
discussing these more exotic examples, we will begin by introducing the Bianchi spacetimes
and discussing both Abelian and non-Abelian T-duality in the simpler setting of Bianchi I
and Bianchi II.
We will follow the description of the spacetimes presented in [24], where a general family of
supergravity solutions, namely spacetimes supported both by the scalar dilaton Φ and NSNS
two-form B, were presented. As stated earlier, since the NSNS two-form only complicates
the non-Abelian T-duality, we will further restrict the solutions presented in [24] to B = 0.
With this restriction, the solutions are expected to agree with [6]. Before beginning, we warn
the reader that our dilaton is not the dilaton φ presented in [24], but instead Φ = −1
2
φ.
To begin, let us consider the Bianchi spacetime [24],
ds2 = −a21a22a23e−4Φ dt2 + a21 σ21 + a22 σ22 + a23 σ23, (3.1)
where ai and Φ are functions of t. Note, it is more usual to fix the gauge so that gtt = −1. In
contrast, the above form is unorthodox, but the advantage of the rescaled temporal direction
is that the dilaton equation is simplified. Before discussing it, let us note that when I = 0
and B = 0, the EOM for the NSNS two-form (A.1) is trivially satisfied, so we only need to
discuss the Einstein equation (A.2) and the dilaton EOM (A.3).
Setting I = B = 0 in the Einstein equation (A.2) and contracting, we get,
R + 2∇2Φ = 0. (3.2)
Combining with the dilaton equation (A.3), we can eliminate the Ricci scalar R to get
∇µ∇µΦ− 2∂µΦ∂µΦ = 1√−g∂µ(e
−2Φ
√−ggµν∂νΦ) = 0. (3.3)
Since Φ is assumed to be only a function of t, given the above spacetime (3.1), we arrive
at an easily solved equation:
∂2tΦ = 0, ⇒ Φ = βt, (3.4)
where we have exploited the freedom to shift Φ to remove a constant. We now turn to the
Einstein equation. To solve the Einstein equation, we need to consider a given Bianchi class
with specific Maurer-Cartan one-forms. For Bianchi I spacetimes, the Maurer-Cartan forms
are simply σ1 = dx, σ2 = dy, σ3 = dz, which are all closed and therefore from (2.5) all the
structure constants vanish. In this case, the functions ai are [24]
ai = e
pit, (3.5)
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where pi are constants and we have absorbed additional constants by redefining the coordi-
nates x, y and z. The final equation is the Einstein equation in the time direction, which
holds once the constants we have introduced satisfy the following equation 3
Ett =
∑
i<j
pipj − 2β
3∑
i=1
pi + 2β
2 = 0. (3.6)
Let us quickly summarise the Bianchi I spacetime. The final solution is
ds2 = −e2(p1+p2+p3−2β)t dt2 + e2p1t σ21 + e2p2t σ22 + e2p3t σ23 ,
Φ = βt, (3.7)
where the constants are subject to the single condition (3.6). When β = 0, rescaling the
time direction, one can confirm that we recover the Kasner solution [29], as expected.
3.1 Bianchi I: Abelian as a non-Abelian T-duality
The solution (3.7) is the simplest Bianchi I solution supported only by a scalar field. The
solution has three Killing vectors, ∂x, ∂y and ∂z, which generate translations in the spatial di-
rections. The Killing vectors commute with one another so all structure constants associated
with the Lie algebra vanish.
We will now perform three commuting Abelian T-dualities along the isometry directions,
but we will do so from the perspective of a non-Abelian T-duality transformation with
vanishing structure constants. We will see that this simply corresponds to inverting a matrix.
As discussed in section 2, the matrix associated to the Maurer-Cartan one-forms is
γ =

 e
2p1 0 0
0 e2p2 0
0 0 e2p3

 . (3.8)
We observe that it is symmetric, so the inverse is also symmetric. As a result, we will not
generate a B-field and the components of the inverse matrix correspond to the T-dual metric:
ds2dual = −e2(p1+p2+p3−2β)t dt2 + e−2p1t dx2 + e−2p2t dy2 + e−2p3t dz2, (3.9)
where we have introduced (X˜1, X˜2, X˜3) = (x, y, z) as the dual coordinates, in line with usual
practice. However, it should be noted that we have the freedom to label the dual coordinates
as we please and we are still guaranteed to produce a solution. Recall that we have gauge
fixed so the original coordinates disappeared in the transformation leaving the Lagrange
multipliers to take their place.
3There appears to be a mistake in [24]. The three-form H = dB = Aσ1∧σ2 ∧σ3, so A = 0 should recover
our result, but instead the quoted result is
∑
i<j pipj = 0. Since this implies the dilaton does not back-react,
one concludes there is a typo.
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To read off the transformation for the dilaton, we can either use the shifted expression
(2.12), or simply note that the density e−2Φ
√−g is invariant. Using the latter, while ne-
glecting the gtt term as it does not change, we get
e(p1+p2+p3−2β)t = e−2Φe−(p1+p2+p3)t, (3.10)
which implies the T-dual dilaton is
Φ = (β − p1 − p2 − p3)t. (3.11)
Substituting the new metric (3.9) and dilaton (3.11) into the supergravity EOMs, we find
that the EOMs are satisfied provided (3.6) holds. This confirms that we have generated a
new solution from old.
While we have not performed a genuine non-Abelian T-duality, through this example we
have recast Abelian T-duality, or more accurately three commuting T-dualities, as a non-
Abelian duality transformation where all the structure constants vanish. As we have seen,
the Buscher procedure for this simple example reduces to inverting a matrix. This same
operation will be at the heart of the subsequent examples, but anti-symmetric components,
essentially introduced via κ (2.11) will generate a B-field.
3.2 Bianchi II: semisimple warm-up
For Bianchi II spacetimes, we consider the same metric (3.1), but now the one-forms are
σ1 = dx− zdy, σ2 = dy, σ3 = dz. (3.12)
The structure constants are obtained from the differential conditions on the one-forms,
dσ1 = σ2 ∧ σ3 ⇒ f 123 = 1. (3.13)
Since the structure constant is traceless, the T-dual geometry will be a solution to usual
supergravity. We recall that the dilaton is the same as Bianchi I, Φ = βt, and from [24] we
find that the functions ai in general can be written as
a1 = e
Φ
( p1
cosh(p2t)
)1/2
,
a2 = e
Φ cosh(p1t)
1/2e
1
2
p2t,
a3 = e
Φ cosh(p1t)
1/2e
1
2
p3t, (3.14)
where some unnecessary constants have been absorbed into coordinates. One can check that
EOMs require the condition
p2p3 − p21 = 4β2. (3.15)
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It turns out that performing T-duality corresponds to inverting the matrix,
γ + κ =

 a
2
1 0 0
0 a22 x
0 −x a23

 , (3.16)
with ai as presented above. In contrast to the previous example, our metric now has an
anti-symmetric component. We have once again chosen to label the Lagrange multipliers
(X˜1, X˜2, X˜3) = (x, y, z), so from κ (2.11) the 23-component of the matrix is x.
From the inverse matrix, we read off the dual metric and B-field,
ds2 = −a21a22a23e−4βt dt2 +
1
∆
(
(a22a
2
3 + x
2)dx2 + a21a
2
3dy
2 + a21a
2
2dz
2
)
,
B = −a
2
1
∆
xdy ∧ dz, (3.17)
where we have defined
∆ = a21(a
2
2a
2
3 + x
2). (3.18)
Having started with Φ = βt, the transformed dilaton is
Φ = βt− 1
2
log∆. (3.19)
Substituting the explicit values for ai, one finds that EOMs are satisfied through (3.15).
4 Solutions to Generalized Supergravity
As outlined in the introduction, our main motivation is to show that there are Bianchi
cosmologies outside of the (Ricci-flat) Bianchi V class [23] that give rise to generalized
supergravity solutions under non-Abelian T-duality transformations. We focus on Bianchi
VIh cosmologies as these are the only non-singular solutions where the structure constants
have a non-vanishing trace. Interestingly, VIh is a one-parameter family of groups, which
covers both Bianchi III and V, but also includes one group (h = −1) where the trace of
the structure constants vanishes. Therefore, for Bianchi VIh h 6= −1 we expect to find non-
Abelian T-duals that are solutions to generalized supergravity, but for VI−1 we anticipate
that the T-dual will be a genuine supergravity solution. We begin with the generic case.
4.1 Bianchi VIh
We can import the solution directly from [24]. The spacetime takes the same form (3.1), but
we redefine the Maurer-Cartan one-forms as
σ1 = dx, σ2 = e
hxdy, σ3 = e
xdz, (4.1)
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and the dilaton is unchanged (3.4). The functions appearing in the metric may be expressed
as [24]:
a1 = e
Φ
(
p1
h+ 1
) (h2+1)
(h+1)2
sinh(p1t)
−
(h2+1)
(h+1)2 e
(h−1)
2(h+1)
p2t,
a2 = e
Φ
(
p1
h+ 1
) h
(h+1)
sinh(p1t)
−
h
(h+1) e
1
2
p2t,
a3 = e
Φ
(
p1
h+ 1
) 1
(h+1)
sinh(p1t)
−
1
(h+1) e−
1
2
p2t,
(4.2)
where pi denote constants and we have absorbed redundant constants. From these expres-
sions, it is clear that the h = −1 case has to be treated separately, which we do in the next
section. It can be confirmed that all equations are satisfied once the following condition is
satisfied:
4(h2 + h+ 1)
(h+ 1)2
p21 = p
2
2 + 4β
2. (4.3)
The Maurer-Cartan one-forms satisfy the differential conditions:
dσ1 = 0, dσ2 = hσ1 ∧ σ2, dσ3 = σ1 ∧ σ3, (4.4)
and the corresponding Killing vectors are respectively,
K1 = ∂x − z∂z − hy∂y, K2 = ∂y, K3 = ∂z. (4.5)
The Killing vectors satisfy the Lie algebra
[K1, K2] = hK2, [K1, K3] = K3. (4.6)
From either the differential forms or the Killing vectors, one can easily identify the structure
constants
f 212 = h, f
3
13 = 1. (4.7)
Immediately, one notes that the trace is zero when h = −1. With the structure constants at
hand, we are set to perform the non-Abelian T-duality. As prescribed earlier, all we have to
do is invert the matrix,
γ + κ =

 a
2
1 hy z
−hy a22 0
−z 0 a23

 . (4.8)
and extract the symmetric and anti-symmetric components:
ds2 = −a21a22a23e−4βtdt2 +
1
∆
(
a22a
2
3dx
2 + (z2 + a21a
2
3)dy
2 − 2hyzdydz + (h2y2 + a21a22)dz2
)
B = − 1
∆
dx ∧ (hya23dy + za22dz), (4.9)
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where we have defined
∆ = h2y2a23 + a
2
2(z
2 + a21a
2
3). (4.10)
The change in the dilaton is once again easily read off, giving us
Φ = βt− 1
2
log∆. (4.11)
As with the original Bianchi V T-dual [5], or the later Bianchi III T-dual [6], the metric,
NSNS two-form and dilaton do not satisfy the usual supergravity EOMs on their own. This
was the original puzzle posed a quarter century ago. However, once complemented with the
appropriate Killing vector, in this case
I = −(h+ 1)∂x, (4.12)
it is a straightforward exercise to check that the generalized supergravity EOMs are satisfied.
Recalling that VIh includes Bianchi III and V as special cases, our analysis reduces to the
earlier result of [23] when h = 1. It is worth noting that I is simply the trace of the structure
constants, I1 = f ii1, where we have used the fact that X˜1 = x.
4.2 Bianchi VI−1
Once again, we can reproduce the solution from [24]. Up to constants, which can be absorbed,
the functions may be expressed as
a1 =
√
p1 exp
[
1
2
e2p2t +
(p1
2
+ β
)
t
]
, a3 = a2 =
√
p2e
(
p2
2
+β)t, Φ = βt. (4.13)
The remaining equations are satisfied provided,
2p1p2 + p
2
2 = 4β
2. (4.14)
The non-Abelian T-dual geometry follows from inverting the matrix
γ + κ =

 a
2
1 −y z
y a22 0
−z 0 a22

 . (4.15)
The T-dual metric and B-field are read off from the symmetric and anti-symmetric compo-
nents of the inverse matrix, respectively,
ds2 = −a21a42e−4βt dt2 +
1
∆
(
a22dx
2 +
(
a21 +
z2
a22
)
dy2 +
2yz
a22
dxdy +
(
a21 +
y2
a22
)
dz2
)
,
B =
1
∆
dx ∧ (ydy − zdz), (4.16)
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where we have defined
∆ = a21a
2
2 + y
2 + z2. (4.17)
We remark that the resulting geometry has no obvious isometries and all symmetries appear
to be broken. The dilaton is again easily determined,
Φ = βt− 1
2
ln(a22∆). (4.18)
It is worth noting in this case that the trace of the structure constants is zero. For this
reason, we expect a supergravity solution and it can be checked that the supergravity EOMs
are satisfied, once one imposes (4.14), in line with our expectations.
5 Relation to Generalized Supergravity
In the previous section we have shown that non-Abelian T-duals of Bianchi VIh cosmological
models lead to solutions to generalized supergravity where the Killing vector I is the trace
of the structure constants. At this stage the observation that I is the trace of the structure
constants may simply be a coincidence. In this section we dispel this notion by returning to
the T-dual σ-model of EGRSV [8] and show that a non-local anomalous term in the σ-model
captures the modification in the equations of generalized supergravity. Before doing this in
general, we will present the analysis for Bianchi III. For completeness, we revisit the Bianchi
V analysis of [8] in the appendix. The EOMs of generalized supergravity can be found also
in the appendix.
5.1 Bianchi III
In this section, we revisit the analysis of [8] but for Bianchi III. We will also work in the
accustomed gauge, i. e. gtt = −1 and set Φ = 0. Thus, we consider the Ricci-flat metric
ds2 = −dt2 + t2(σ21 + σ23) + σ22 . (5.1)
where we have defined Maurer-Cartan one-forms:
σ1 = dx, σ2 = dy, σ3 = e
−xdz, (5.2)
The one-forms satisfy the following differential conditions,
dσ1 = 0, dσ2 = 0, dσ3 = −σ1 ∧ σ3. (5.3)
so the only structure constant is
f 331 = 1. (5.4)
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As explained previously, non-Abelian T-duality reduces to inverting the matrix,
γ + κ =

 t
2 0 −z
0 1 0
z 0 t2

 . (5.5)
The resulting solution to generalized supergravity is
ds2 = −dt2 + t
2
t4 + z2
(dx2 + dz2) + dy2,
B =
z
t4 + z2
dx ∧ dz,
Φ = −1
2
ln(t4 + z2). (5.6)
Here the Killing vector I that completes the solution is self-selecting; although ∂y is Killing,
we have not deformed this direction and this leaves I = c ∂x, where c is a constant. The
correct constant of proportionality follows from the trace of the structure constant,
I = ∂x, (5.7)
and it can be checked that this constitutes a solution to generalized supergravity. We would
now like to confirm that one arrives at the same constant from considering the variation
of the T-dual action (2.14) with respect to the background conformal factor σ, following
analysis presented in [8].
We recall the T-dual σ-model [8]
S =
1
2π
∫
d2z
[
(−∂t∂¯t+ (∂X˜j − c˜δ1j ∂σ)M jk(∂¯X˜k + c˜δ1k∂¯σ) + ln detM∂∂¯σ
]
, (5.8)
where we have defined c˜ = f ii1. We can further decompose the action as follows:
S0 =
1
2π
∫
dz2
(
−∂t∂¯t+ ∂X˜jM jk∂¯X˜k + ln detM∂∂¯σ
)
,
S1 = − c˜
2π
∫
d2zσ
(
∂¯(M j1∂X˜j)− ∂(M1k∂¯X˜k)
)
,
S2 = − c˜
2
2π
∫
d2zM11∂σ∂¯σ. (5.9)
We will now consider the variation of the total action S = S0 + S1 + S2 with respect to
the conformal factor, following [8]. To leading order in σ the variation δσS2 = 0, so we will
ignore this term. It is worth noting that we will not be doing a quantum calculation here, but
simply importing the known one-loop result for S0 and combining it with the variation of S1,
which is a classical contribution. It should be borne in mind that the dilaton contribution to
the one-loop β-functions is also purely classical [26] for reasons explained in the introduction.
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The variation of S0 with respect to the conformal factor gives
π
δS0
δσ
=
1
2
(
βI=0Gµν + β
I=0
Bµν
)
∂Xµ∂¯Xν +
1
2
βI=0Φ ∂∂¯σ, (5.10)
where Xµ ≡ {t, X˜j} and βI=0Bµν , βI=0Gµν and βI=0Φ are the usual supergravity one-loop β-functions
[26], essentially the EOMs of generalized supergravity evaluated at I = 0. From the variation
of the second term S1 with respect to σ, one finds
δσS1 = − c˜
2π
∫
d2zδσ
[
∂¯
(
(t2∂x − z∂z)
t4 + z2
)
− ∂
(
(t2∂¯x+ z∂¯z)
t4 + z2
)]
= − c˜
2π
∫
d2zδσ
[
−2t(t
4 − z2)
(t4 + z2)2
(∂¯t∂x − ∂¯x∂t) + 2t
2z
(t4 + z2)2
(∂¯x∂z − ∂¯z∂x)
+
4t3z
(t4 + z2)2
(∂¯t∂z + ∂¯z∂t) +
2(z2 − t2)
(t4 + z2)2
∂¯z∂z − 2z
(t4 + z2)
∂¯∂z
]
. (5.11)
At this point we can use the EOM to replace the second derivative term. To leading order
in σ, the EOM takes the form,
∂(M ij ∂¯X˜j) + ∂¯(M
ji∂X˜j)− δM
jk
δX˜i
∂X˜j ∂¯X˜k = 0, (5.12)
where we have focused on the spatial terms. From the EOMs, we find
∂¯∂z =
2tz
(t4 + z2)
(∂¯t∂x − ∂¯x∂t)
+
z
(t2 + z2)
(∂¯z∂z − ∂¯x∂x) − (z
2 − t4)
t(t4 + z2)
(∂¯t∂z + ∂¯z∂t), (5.13)
and substitute it back into the above expression to get,
δσS1 = − c˜
2π
∫
d2zδσ
[
− 2t
4
(t4 + z2)2
∂¯z∂z +
2z2
(t4 + z2)2
∂¯x∂x +
2z
t(t4 + z2)
(∂¯t∂z + ∂¯z∂t)
− 2t
(t4 + z2)
(∂¯t∂x− ∂¯x∂t) + 2t
2z
(t4 + z2)2
(∂¯x∂z − ∂¯z∂x)
]
. (5.14)
Now, let us compare to the contribution due to I = c ∂x coming from the EOMs of
generalized supergravity. We are particularly interested in comparing the terms that depend
on the constant c. These contribute to the one-form X (A.4) in the following way:
X =
c
(t4 + z2)
(
t2dx+ zdz
)
. (5.15)
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We now reproduce the EOMs of generalized supergravity focusing on the terms due to the
Killing vector:
βBtx = −
c 2t
(t4 + z2)
, βBxz =
c 2t2z
(t4 + z2)2
,
βGtz = −
c 2z
t(t4 + z2)
, βGxx = −
c 2z2
(t4 + z2)2
, βGzz =
c 2t4
(t4 + z2)2
,
βΦ = − 4
t2
c(c− 1). (5.16)
As advertised earlier, we find a solution to generalized supergravity when c = 1, but it is
interesting that the dilaton EOM is also satisfied when I = 0. The key point is that the
terms due to the Killing vector I (5.16) are precisely of the same form as the terms coming
from the variation of the σ-model action (5.14) once one sets c = c˜. In other words, for this
example of a non-Abelian T-dual of a Bianchi III spacetime, the variation of the S1 term
in the action recovers the equations of motion of generalized supergravity evaluated on the
same solution provided the Killing vector I is simply the trace of the structure constants.
5.2 General case
It is easy to extend the analysis above to the general case. To do so, we recall that
M jk = Gjk +Bjk. (5.17)
In terms of the metric and NS two-form, the equation of motion (5.12) is
∂¯∂X˜ i + ∂X˜j ∂¯X˜k(Γijk −
1
2
H ijk) = 0, (5.18)
where we have introduced the Christoffel symbol and field strength H = dB. Replacing
f
j
ji → I i, we can write the anomaly term as
δσS1 = − 1
2π
∫
d2zδσI i
(
∂¯(M ji∂X˜j)− ∂(M ik∂¯X˜k)
)
,
= − 1
2π
∫
d2zδσI i
(
2Bji∂∂¯X˜
j + [∂kGij − ∂jGik − (∂kBij + ∂jBik)]∂X˜j ∂¯X˜k
)
, (5.19)
= − 1
2π
∫
d2zδσI i
(
2Bji
(
1
2
H
j
kl − Γjkl
)
+ ∂lGik − ∂kGil − (∂lBik + ∂kBil)
)
∂X˜k∂¯X˜ l.
where in the last line we have used the equation of motion. These terms precisely match the
equations of motion of generalized supergravity (A.1) - (A.2) once one uses the fact that I
is Killing and that equation (2.13) of [21], namely the relation
IkHkij + ∂iZj − ∂jZi = 0, (5.20)
where we have defined Xk = Ik + Zk.
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6 Discussion
The purpose of this note is to confirm that non-Abelian T-duality with respect to non-
semisimple groups leads to solutions to generalized supergravity, in line with earlier expec-
tations [15]. By illustrating this for Bianchi VIh spacetimes, we have extended an earlier
result [23] to all non-singular Bianchi cosmology solutions to supergravity (with zero NSNS
two-forms).
Based on explicit solutions, we observed that the Killing vector is simply the trace of the
structure constants. To better understand this fact, we returned to the T-dual σ-model of
EGRSV [8] and noted that the variation of a non-local anomalous action with respect to the
conformal factor σ precisely matches the EOMs of generalized supergravity once the Killing
vector I is identified with the trace of the structure constants. While the σ-model is scale
invariant, it has recently been suggested that Weyl invariance can be restored through a shift
in the dilaton in a doubled formalism [30] and it would also be interesting to understand
this directly at the level of the EGRSV σ-model to see if Weyl invariance can be restored.
Throughout this work, we have driven home the message that non-Abelian T-duality is
simply a matrix inversion. We recall that all Yang-Baxter deformations can be understood as
open-closed string maps [18], which are also simple matrix inversions. It would be interesting
to revisit statements in the literature connecting Yang-Baxter deformations to non-Abelian
T-duality [15, 16] in order to better understand this relation, especially in light of the ob-
servation that all transformations can be reduced to matrix inversions. This suggests there
should exist a simple overarching description.
Finally, it would be interesting to better understand non-Abelian T-duality. One distinc-
tive feature of the transformation is that it decompactifies geometries, thereby obscuring the
AdS/CFT interpretation. Viewing the transformation in two steps, this is easy to see why.
Firstly, the metric γ in the transformation (2.10) is defined with respect to the Maurer-Cartan
one-forms and not the coordinates. This means in the case of Bianchi IX that one replaces a
compact space, for example a (constant radius) three-sphere, with R3. The anti-symmetric
terms κij = ǫijkxk, where we have used the structure constants of SU(2) symmetry, simply
break the translation symmetry leaving a residual SU(2) symmetry from the rotation gener-
ators. In short, non-Abelian T-duality, especially for a three-sphere, looks like a deformation
of a flat space geometry and not a compact geometry. It would be extremely interesting if
one could decompose non-Abelian T-duality into two steps: an initial step where the original
geometry is “flattened” and a second step that determines what deformations of this flat-
tened geometry give rise to supergravity solutions. This may shed light on various puzzling
aspects of non-Abelian T-duality.
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A Generalized Supergravity EOMs
For completeness we review the EOMs of generalized supergravity [21]. For the purposes of
this paper, it is enough to restrict our attention to the NS sector. The EOMs take the form,
βBµν = −
1
2
∇ρHρµν +XρHρµν +∇µXν −∇νXµ, (A.1)
βGµν = Rµν −
1
4
HµρσH
ρσ
ν +∇µXν +∇νXµ, (A.2)
βΦ = R − 1
12
H2 + 4∇µXµ − 4XµXµ, (A.3)
where we have defined
Xµ ≡ ∂µΦ + (gνµ +Bνµ)Iν . (A.4)
It should be noted that usual supergravity is recovered when I = 0.
A.1 Bianchi V
In this section, we dissect the calculation presented in [8] to recast the terms that cancel
the usual supergravity β-function as the modification inherent in generalized supergravity.
Here, the T-dual solution is [8]
ds2 = −dt2 + t
2
4x(t4 + x)
dx2 +
x
t2
dy2 +
t2
t4 + x
dz2,
B =
1
2(t4 + x)
dx ∧ dz, Φ = −1
2
ln
(
t2(t4 + x)
)
, (A.5)
where the coordinates are related to the original Lagrange multipliers as follows:
X˜1 = z, X˜2 =
√
x cos y, X˜3 =
√
x sin y. (A.6)
Here the structure constants are f 212 = f
3
13 = 1, so that equating I with the trace, I
i = f jji,
we get I1 = −2. Recalling that X˜1 = z, we expect that I = −2∂z and it is easy to confirm
that this is a solution to generalized supergravity.
Let us now consider the T-dual σ-model (2.14) and we again take f jj1 = c˜. To repeat the
analysis, one just needs the matrix
M =
1
t2(t4 + x)

 t
4 −t2√x cos y −t2√x sin y
t2
√
x cos y t4 + x sin2 y −x cos y sin y
t2
√
x sin y −x cos y sin y t4 + x cos2 y

 . (A.7)
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Evaluating the variation δσS1, the result is [8]
δσS1 = − c˜
2π
∫
d2zδσ
[
− 2t
(t4 + x)
(∂¯t∂z − ∂¯z∂t) − t
2
(t4 + x)2
(∂¯x∂z − ∂¯z∂x)
− 1
(t4 + x)2
(
1
t
(∂¯t∂x+ ∂¯x∂t) − t
4
2x
∂¯x∂x + 2x∂¯z∂z
)
+
2x
t4
∂¯y∂y
]
, (A.8)
where once again we have used the EOM to eliminate a second derivative. Now, assuming
I = c ∂z, let us compare to the EOMs of generalized supergravity. To do so, we note the
contribution of I to X ,
X = − c
2(t4 + x)
(
dx− 2t2dz) , (A.9)
which allows us to identify the contribution to the EOMs of generalized supergravity:
βBtz = −
2c t
(t4 + x)
, βBxz = −
c t2
(t4 + x)2
,
βGtx =
c
t(t4 + x)
, βGxx = −
c t4
2x(t4 + x)2
, βGzz =
c 2x
(t4 + x)2
, βGyy = −
c 2x
t4
,
βΦ = − 4
t2
c(c+ 2). (A.10)
One can quickly see that all the terms agree with c = c˜ = −2 and that a solution to
generalized supergravity exists. Although it was noted that δσS1 cancelled the contribution
from the one-loop β-functions [8], it was not appreciated at the time that the additional
terms agree with the EOMs of generalized supergravity [21] once the Killing vector I is the
trace of the structure constants.
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